**Gold**
Hard work
Looking for gold
Can’t find any gold
Stinky, dirty work
Smelly people
Fantastic

*By Caleb*

**Dirty**
Sweaty miners
Searching for gold
Being brave and scared
Trying to breathe
Then cried
Eureka

*By Brooke*

**Gold**
Dirty dusty
Could get sick
Hard, hot and sweaty
Cold when under the ground
Could cave when under the ground
Hard to breathe when under the ground
Being brave and tough
Hot and bothered
Need air

*By Amy N*

**Gold**
Fortune Hunters
Found some gold
They don’t wash clothes
Don’t have showers
Too dusty
Brave

*By Aaron*

**Gold**
Hard work
Hot and sweaty
Hard to breathe underground
Sometimes rewarding
Rocking the cradle
Crowded

*By Ryan*

**Dirty**
Eureka
Candle light
Hard to breathe
Hot and sweaty
Hard work
Crowded

**Gold**
Finding nuggets
Hard dirty work
Someone is feeling lucky
Shiny, yellow rocks
Getting rich
Fantastic

*By Brandyn*
They were scared
They used candles underground
They were digging by hand
They had hard work
Tired and hot
Gold pan
Eureka
By Shauna

Gold
Miners panning
Hard to breathe
Tunnels dug by hand
Rocking the cradle
Gold pan
Dirty
By Douglas

Gold
Fortune hunters
They were brave
The hole was deep
It was terrible
Hard work
Scary
By Rhiannon

Gold
Gold pan
Were so brave
Was hard to breathe
Was hard work
Very smelly
Dusty
By Kasharni

Gold
Hard work
Hot and sweaty
Candle light to see
They dug tunnels by hand
Digging in the dust
Rocking the cradle
Smelly men
Scared
By Dacoda

Hopeful
Fortune hunting
Dusty and crowded
Back breaking hard labour
Panning with hope
Candle light
Dangerous
By Ebony

Miners
miners panning
Searching for gold
really brave minders underground
Very dusty underground
rocking cradle
Eureka
Creative Writing: Grade 1/2 H  Writing Task: Include 3 things in your writing.

Items are underlined in each writing piece.

Once upon a time there was a monkey called George. He was wearing a blue scarf and he was in the snow eating a yummy hot dog. When the monkey was eating, a Bear came along and took the hot dog and ate it.  

By Portia

Once upon a time there was a turtle named Timmy. He lived under water. It was a wonderful place under water. One day Timmy was surprised, there were no sand, seaweed and fish. It was a mystery! 

By Jasmin

Once upon a time there was a dog who lived in Mexico. He had a blue beanie. His owner gave him a taco and he loved it. After that he wanted another one.  

By Tyler

Lara the monkey ate a hot dog.  

By Shanae

One day a bunny named Princess lived in a cubby house. When she was working on the track, a little sad fairy was in the tree crying. Princess went over to the fairy. Princess said “what is wrong”? to the fairy. She said “somebody put dust on my wings and now I can’t fly!”

By Abby

Once upon a time there was a carrot and it spent most of it’s time underground. One day a rabbit came along and tried to eat him. The carrot ran and ran, and the carrot came across a turtle. The carrot said to the turtle, “I need to hide!” But it was too late, the rabbit got the carrot.  

By Jayden

Once upon a time there was monkey named Wasaki. He was walking down a track eating a hot dog. He found a blue scarf on the track. He did not know what it was. 

By Anthony

One day there was a monkey. His name is Tyler and he swings across the trees. He looks for branches in trees. When he went home he brought a scarf with his money. He had a little bit of a hot dog. 

By Shania

Once upon a time there was a monkey called Fred who lived in the snow. He found a scarf, yellow and black. He found a hot dog on the ground. He started eating it. He went home to his mum. Then he went out again with his scarf on and he found another hot dog and ate that up too. Then he went fishing in a great big hole. He caught two Murray Cods. Then he went home. By Kaylem
One day there lived a little girl called Leah. She was playing in the garden with her plastic wand. She tapped it on a petal and there was a fairy on the flower. She was amazed! The fairy was talking, but it sounded like tiny bells ringing. She got a microphone and put it near the fairy. The fairy was saying, “can you help me get down from here, please! I don’t have wings!”

By Natalie

Once upon a time there was a monkey and his name was Jones. One day he brought a red scarf. He wore it everywhere. One day he made a hot dog. The next day Jones looked at his hot dog and there was a leg growing out of the bottom. The day after that, there was another leg sticking out. That afternoon an arm was coming out. Then another one! When Jones was sleeping, the hot dog climbed on the oven and jumped on the door handle. Then he turned it around and it swung open. He fell back on the floor. When Jones woke up, he found that the hot dog was moving. He got a very big fright! So then he went outside and thought about a name for the hot dog.

By Lachlan

PREP Q & G WRITING

Today I was the picture girl. I took lots of photos. I took a photo of Miss Q. By Tiarnei

I played with the puppets and I made some tickets. By Lachlan

Today I played shops and I had to make money and Kirra was the shop keeper.

Today I played with the shops.

I was using the puppets and I was putting on a puppet show. By Callum

Today I made a ship and people. By Kaylem

Today I played mums and dads. I worked at Big W. By Aaron

Today me and Mitchell made speed cameras. We played together, Mitchell and I. By Sean

Today I made a peacock. By Ben

Today I saw some people. We were doing some stuff. By Tom